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October 1, 2018
3:30 – 5:00 P.M. 

HUB 119 

• Educational Leadership still has a chair, with curriculum oversight and planning;

o The art group has a program coordinator and the programs are transitioning;

o Business has 8 different programs and uses a director level functional structure. Two

individuals provide oversight on workplans for business faculty. Have just started

discussion of cluster functions and projects. I&E has a separate P&T Committee that

deals with both Contract Faculty and tenure track P&T processes within the Business

programs; Business also has a Curriculum Committee with a Director of Curriculum, plus

a Director of Student Engagement, and one for Graduate Studies.
o 

Present: Robin Dorff (Provost), Gail Mears (Assoc. Provost), Tracy Claybaugh (VP of Finance and 

Admin), Ross Humer (I&E), Matt Kizer (A&T), MaryAnn McGarry (TESD), Julie Bernier (HHE), 
Denise Huckins (I&E), Nick Sevigney (A&T), Jonathan Dapra (I&E), John Krueckeberg (TLT), 

Zhizhang Shen (E&D), Christin Wixson (Library), Scott Coykendall (A&T), Emma Van Ness (TLs), 

Sheryl Shirley (TESD), Chris Chabot (E&D), Eric Hoffman (E&D), Pat Cantor (ESCD; scribe for this 

meeting) 

Most of the discussion at this meeting focused on the following two agenda items: 

Role and Responsibilities of Program Coordinators 

1) Cluster/Program Relationship and Leadership

2)

We began with representatives from each Cluster discussing the current responsibilities of 

Program Coordinators in the Clusters. (Program Coordinators may be representing a degree 

program or a program within a degree such as an option or a concentration.) 

E&D: Program coordinators are basically doing what chairs used to do, including budget 

oversight, evaluations, and scheduling. Most of the PCs formerly held the position of chair. 

• 
I&E: 

• A&T: Has many different programs. Program Coordinator role differs across the programs. A&T

is kicking around ideas for how to approve Cluster curriculum, especially Toolkit and Project

courses. Majority of programs in Cluster did their own scheduling.

o MTD has a coordinator for performing arts.

o English has given up roles of chair; meets only as needed.

o Art has broken up chair position and split responsibilities across area coordinators.

o Philosophy and Communication and Media Studies still have coordinators that carry out

some of the functions that chairs used to have.

o Student point of contact for majors is still the discipline coordinator.

• TESD: TESD has clear roles for the Program Coordinator and TESD Co-Administrator spelled
out in the bylaws. TESD is still discussing the role of the Steering Committee. TESD has

considered whether to approach new hires as Cluster hires or program hires; not sure whether

to plan for Cluster or program hires. Interested in a shared philosophy on hiring teaching-

lecturers versus pooling faculty resources within the Cluster.

• HHE: There are five departments, 15 disciplines within the Cluster, each with a coordinator. The

15 coordinators form a Cluster Council.
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o Each member of the Cluster Council has responsibility to manage program curriculum, 

plan meetings for discipline, schedule for discipline, maintain accreditation, and meet 

with transfer students. Seeking signature authority for these discipline coordinators.  

o The departments in HHE don’t have department chairs; HHP has a PAT Director.  

o On Cluster side, the function of the Council is to share information across programs 

through the Cluster Council, generate cluster ideas. This will be the group to vet Cluster 

curriculum. 

 

• J&S: No representative present. 

 

• EDSC: Many of the programs in this Cluster are still associated with departments with a chair. 

The Elementary Education and Youth Development program has no chair, but chair 

responsibilities are distributed among a group of faculty. Most Cluster programs are educator 

preparation programs. These have traditionally had program coordinators whose responsibilities 

include maintaining accreditation standards. Several programs have only one or two faculty 

assuming coordinator-type responsibilities.  

 

The Provost then spoke about the program/Cluster relationship and leadership roles: 

 

• Provost recognizes that programs—majors, minors, or concentrations that students want to 

study—will continue as we move forward with clusters. For data gathering and analytics 

faculty will be identified with programs for a while, rather than just with clusters. That is so 

we can aggregate from individual faculty- to program-, to cluster-, or to university-level 

depending on analysis needed. 

 

• Having programs reside in only one cluster is not the way to build an integrated cluster 

program. Similarly, faculty now have been “trapped” in same sort of vision of clusters being 

departments or colleges by a different name. This is at odds with how clusters were originally 

envisioned and how the Provost now thinks about them.  

 
• Clusters should be collections of faculty, students, and problems to collectively solve. Those 

can change over time. Clusters need to be fluid rather than rigid. Clusters are a “soft but 

significant overlay” to programmatic foundations.  The programs are a foundation of PSU 

and are what our students are studying and what faculty as trained professionals bring to the 

cluster approach. How our students study and learn, and how faculty teach and conduct 

research and creative activity, is the Integrated Cluster Model. Clusters will build identities 

around problems they’re working on, and how the faculty and students conduct that work, but 

we need to avoid “re-siloing”. Cluster-based identities will grow and strengthen over time. 

 

• Within programs, faculty will still need to communicate and coordinate about planning and 

scheduling for program and general education courses. This communication and coordination 

could be addressed through program coordinator responsibilities. Program Coordinators have 

programmatic leadership roles, but then there also needs to be communication within and 

across clusters. Hence the need for cluster leadership and decision-making. 

 

• Between the cluster overlay and the programs there needs to be conversations. This 

organization will have to be collaborative and less hierarchical. We will need horizontal 

communication within programs and cross-program coordination as well as vertical 

conversation between clusters and programs. Faculty are expected to contribute at the 

program and cluster levels. That includes general education. The goal is to increase student 

success through clear and flexible programmatic pathways to graduation through the 

integrated cluster model.  
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• The Provost described the desirability for cluster courses that address multiple curricular 

requirements (e.g., general education, major, minor). The Provost doesn’t see cluster majors 

emerging right away but rather evolving over time (some perhaps within the next two years). 

 
• The Provost is arguing to move to a budget-tracking model in which the single most 

important unit of analysis is the faculty member. This is still under discussion.  

 

• The Provost encouraged us to think about different approaches to cluster leadership that are 

currently in use and consider what would be most effective in achieving goals. We can have 

different conceptions of program coordinators but need to stay focused on the broad goals of 

the cluster model. We need to make decisions, including hiring decisions, as a university, not 

a multiversity, and not as a collection of individual programs. 

 
 

Some key points from the discussion that followed include: 

 

o The Provost was urged to get this message out right away, because different conceptions of 

clusters exist on campus. The Provost plans to put out the message at Town Hall and then 

follow up with small group conversations. He may also talk about this at the Faculty Meeting. 

 

o A Cluster representative noted that since we learned that departments would cease to exist, it 

has been very challenging to figure out cluster leadership structures. If we’re not going back 

to departments and we’re not going to be organized by clusters, then we need to know what 

the organization will be. [To clarify: We will be organized as clusters but not exactly as 

currently envisioned (rigid with programs and faculty only in a single cluster).] 

 

o The Provost commented that in and across clusters there will need to be program-level 

coordination and with cluster-level perspectives and collaboration. Cluster identities will 

grow over time; if they don’t, there will be too many courses and too many small programs. 

Faculty members are the starting point for analytically tracking how resources flow around 

the university in part because some faculty teach in more than a single program, and many 

faculty teach in general education. 

 

o A Cluster representative commented that we need to think about how people make decisions 

about what to teach and when and where, how to spend money. We need clarity about who 

can make decisions and how decisions will be made. This still feels up in the air.  

 

o The Provost said that the Office of Academic Affairs will make decisions, obviously with 

substantial faculty involvement and ultimately approval by the President and his Cabinet. But 

wholly decentralized decision making creates problems; the decisions need to be made for the 

university. For example, we need to maximize space utilization and course offerings, in the 

best interests of the students. Decisions need to be informed by data and other information 

(e.g., not data-driven, but data-informed).  

 

o The Provost stated that the Clusters are still the organizational unit. We have to answer the 

question, if we know where we’re going, how are we going to organize to get there? He is 

eager to launch the next stages of organizing for the mission of the clusters. It will take time 
to figure out the new administrative structure, and that is what we will evolve with guided 

decisions, concrete steps, and continuous review and assessment of what is working and what 

is not . 
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• The Provost encouraged us to think of the Clusters as idea-based, problem-solving based, 

“interesting places” in which to work, rather than as rigid administrative units. For example, 

and again, not all of the faculty from a program need to be “physically” in the same Cluster, 

and some may even work in more than a single cluster. Hence the idea of exploring whether 

we can code data at the individual faculty level and aggregate to multiple levels depending on 

what questions we want to answer or explore.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Questions were also raised that may require further discussion: 

• How will Gen Ed course scheduling and staffing be handled within clusters? 

• Will we ever have an agreed upon time for Cluster projects/collaboration within the 

schedule? We need to look at University-level scheduling to accomplish that. Concerns were 

expressed about the complexity of achieving this. 

 

3) Student Recruitment Events (Open Houses) – Jason Moran  

• Jason Moran attended to see if there were any concerns about the Open Houses. 

• Concerns were expressed about how programs and clusters are “advertised” at the Open 

House sessions—how they are located at tables, whether they are marketed as programs or 

clusters, signage (for example, “Social Sciences” rather than individual programs). 

 

4) 5-Year Strategic Planning  

• The President would like each Cluster to develop a 5-Year Strategic Plan. It was requested 

that the Provost send out more information about this in writing; he will follow up. 

 

5) Course Releases—not addressed at this meeting 

 
 

6) Announcements 

 

• There is no Provost’s Council meeting on October 15th, due to Town Hall 

• Each Cluster should send information about Cluster Leadership to Lynda Gatterman. 

• Administrative Assistants are now called Administrative Operational Managers (AOMs). 

• Not all URI Proposals have received a follow up letter; about 75 letters have gone out so 

far. It is likely there will be another round of letters. 


